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Introduction Comorbidity between alcoholism and depression
has long been acknowledged, and the possibility that similar brain
mechanisms, involving both serotonergic (5-HT) and noradrener-
gic systems (NE), underlie both pathologies has been suggested.
Thus, inhibitors of NE and 5HT uptake have been proposed for
the treatment of alcoholism, as they have shown to reduce alco-
hol intake in various animal models. However, most of the studies
mentioned were carried out acutely and there is a lack of knowl-
edge of the possible long-term effects. Clinical studies report an
overall low efficacy of antidepressant treatment on alcohol con-
sumption, or even a worsened prognosis. In addition, several cases
of alcohol dependence following antidepressant treatment have
been reported in the literature.
Objectives We aimed at comparing the acute and chronic effects
of the treatment with the antidepressant drug reboxetine on alco-
hol consumption.
Methods We used a rat model of alcohol self-administration, and
two different schedules of reboxetine administration (acute and
chronic).
Results Our results confirm the acute suppressant effects of
reboxetine on alcohol consumption but indicate that, when this
drug is administered chronically in a period of abstinence from
alcohol, it can significantly increase the rate of alcohol self-
administration.
Conclusions These results are important for the understanding
of the clinical reports describing cases of increased alcohol con-
sumption after antidepressant treatment, and suggest that much
more research is needed to fully understand the long term effects
of antidepressants, which remain the most widely prescribed class
of drugs.
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Introduction This experimental trial aims to describe the expe-
riences felt by a group of patients diagnosed with different
psychotic disorders (schizophrenia, delusional chronic disorder,
etc.) in which the use of Benzodiazepine derivatives were related to
emergence of lucid dreaming and dissociative events (to see oneself
out of your one body, etc.), and to a lesser extent had subsequent
depressive symptoms. Fifty-six patients were monitored and linked
to the emergence of depressive symptoms related to the use of Ben-
zodiazepines or sedative-hypnotic. While on this treatment, they
had vivid or lucid dreaming.

Aims-objectives To explore the relationship between occurrence
of drug dreams (DDs) and daytime negative affect with lucid awak-
ening during the course of a 9-week treatment.
Methods Using the dream journal methodology, 56 participants
reported occurrence of dreams, dream content, and ratings of affect.
The relationships between the experience of DD, dream content
(“active” vs “passive”), and affect were analysed using mixed model
methods.
Results The experience of DD was associated with higher levels
of negative affect (P < 0.001). The occurrence of DD did not decrease
significantly over the 9 weeks of the study. Benzodiazepine users
reported a higher occurrence of Lucid Awakening (P < 0.05) than the
other drug groups (zolpidem and clometiazol).
Conclusions These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
DD can act as drug-conditioned stimuli to elevate negative affect.
Although correlational, such findings support the implementation
of psychological and pharmacological interventions aimed at min-
imizing the impact of DD on patients with lucid awakening and
psychosis.
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Rationale Sunshine increases placebo effect in major depressive
disorder (MDD) patients (Gailledreau et al., 2015). Kokras et al.
(2014) showed that sunshine induces different responses in female
than male mice in preclinical models of depression.
Objective To determine whetehr the sunshine induced placebo
effect exhibits gender differences in human.
Materiel and methods Data from 9 double-blind, randomized,
placebo-controlled studies of antidepressants conducted by the
French GICIPI network were reviewed. MADRS (5) or HAM-D 17
(4) were used as the main efficacy tool. For each patient, variation
of scores (Delta MADRS/Delta HAM-D) between two consecutive
visits were correlated with the average sunshine index observed
at noon between these visits. Sunshine indexes were provided by
Météo-France. Correlations were computed with Microsoft Excel.
Results Analysis of both genders (n = 52) showed no statisti-
cally significant (NS) correlation (r2 = 0.0064) between sunshine
and score variations. Analysis of males (n = 8) failed to demon-
strate any significant correlation in cloudy (< 1000 Joules/cm2),
variable (1000–2000 Joules/cm2) or sunny (> 2000 Joules/cm2)
weather. Analysis of females (n = 44) showed NS correlation as well
for cloudy or variable weather (r2 = 0.0016), but a strong correla-
tion was observed for females exposed to sunny weather: r2 = 0,
315, n = 20, P < 0.01. This correlation was even stronger in the sub-
population of females aged less than 50 years: r2 = 0.6398, n = 12,
P < 0.001.
Discussion The hypothesis underlying this correlation between
sunshine index and variations of MADRS/HAMD scales will be dis-
cussed.
Conclusion Sunshine increases placebo effect in female patients
aged less than 50. This insufficiently known effect may be respon-
sible for failure of a number of double-blind, randomized, studies
of antidepressant compounds.
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